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Abstract 

In this paper a pair of spur gear teeth in action is generally 

subjected to bending stresses and contact stress. Thus 

Creating a explanatory methodology what's more modelling 

technique should assess stress dissemination might gatherings 

give a functional device will enhance spur gear configuration 

for with high  effectiveness and low cosset. The reason for 

this work of effort may be to examine furthermore accept 

those bending stress appropriation over involute spur gears 

utilizing contemporary business FEM project ANSYS coupled 

for the Solid Works. Gear profiles would made over Solid 

Works utilizing parametric mathematical statement of 

involute bend something like that likewise on make it a all 

model, dependant on specific magic characteristics in number 

for teeth, diametric pitch, and weight point. These models 

need analyzed after that broke down for 3-D and 2-D bending 

stresses utilizing simulation for ANSYS. Ascertained results 

obtained, at contrasted with standard AGMA stresses hint at 

beneficial concurred upon. 

Keywords- Module, Pitch circle, Gear ratio, Diametric pitch, 

Circular pitch, Geometry factor. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Gearing may be the unique division of mechanical 

Engineering concerned with the transmission about energy 

and motion the middle of those pivoting shafts. Gears not just 

transmit motion furthermore gigantic force satisfactorily, 

however could would thus for uniform angular velocity ratio. 

It may be those best and the prudent method for 

accomplishing this transmission. Gears would broadly utilized 

within very nearly each sort for machineries in the industry. 

Toothed spur gears need aid used to progress those speed 

furthermore control proportion and in addition bearing the 

middle of information also yield. Since the time that those 

initially adapt might have been considered through 3000 quite 

some time ago, they need turned a essential analytics part 

altogether way about instruments, also machineries. There 

need been great bargain from claiming examination for gear 

analysis, and an expansive physique about expositive 

expression for gearModelling need been distributed. Those 

gear stress analysis, the transmission errors, those prediction 

for gear dynamic loads, gear noise, and the ideal outline for 

gear sets would generally real worries in gear plan. Current 

patterns for building globalization require revisiting different 

normalized measures to focus their basic basics What's more 

best methodologies required with create “Best Practices” in 

automotive, aviation also other commercial enterprises. This 

cam wood prompt both diminishment in redundancies What's 

more likewise cosset regulation identified with required 

alterations between produces for absent parts Bury change 

capacity and execution because of contrarily of separate 

measures. The outcomes will considers a exceptional 

understanding of existing constraint in the current measures 

connected for building act and also give An support for future 

change about gear standard. Utilizing ANSYS fill in seat 

software, bending stress, contact stress and static load on the 

tooth rot for spur gear drive will be found[14]. The 

unpredictable outline issue from claiming spur gear which 

obliges fine programming ability for Modelling and also to 

analyzing[12].The stress investigation for mating teeth from 

claiming spur gear on discover greatest contact stress in the 

gear teeth[20]. Those analyzes those tooth rot disappointment 

over spur gears. In this venture streamlining those gear profile 

geometry Eventually perusing utilizing lowlife &CAE What's 

more moving forward the gear tooth rot quality may be 

done[2]. To both gear Furthermore pinion would 

demonstrated utilizing master e (wildfire 2. 0) Concerning 

illustration it offers versant plan pattern and strong similarity 

with examination packages[9]. A requisition from claiming 

opposite building approach to recreate the spur gear 3d lowlife 

model utilizing scanned data[7]. The system will determine 

stacked transmission slip of a spur gear transmission and also 

coinciding firmness and load offering ratio[3]. The worth of 

effort arrangements with the aspects from claiming involutes 

gear framework including contact stresses, bending stresses 

on and the transmission lapse of the gear done network those 

gear framework of the solidarity industry for this work[5]. 

Deviations from those perfect gas gear geometries Also 

unfavorable deformations throughout the operation might 

cause genuine defects called interference[8]. An programming 

called “MATLAB” to configuration gear. MATLAB may be 

extensively utilized for exploratory & Scrutinize purposes[1]. 

In this work, the tooth rot profundity is expanded on 
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distinguish the diminishment from claiming vibration On a 

spur gear[15]. Those Investigation from claiming bending 

stress Also contact stress about involute spur gear teeth in 

meshing[18]. Gear teeth falls flat because of the static and the 

dynamic loads acting In it, Additionally those contact between 

the two meting gears makes the surface failures[6]. Joshi 

those investigates the qualities of a Involutes gear framework 

including contact stresses the middle of match of the gears 

(surface to surface) for 3d What's more analyzings the comes 

about with the test results[4]. Those analysed the element 

reaction of a match from claiming spur gears Hosting 

translational movement because of bearing deformation[21]. 

Those parametric technique created gives exact involute bend 

creation utilizing formulas Also accurate geometric 

equations[19]. Those elementary objective might have been to 

utilize changing dissection should think about routine spur 

gears with symmetric teeth and spur gears for deviated 

teeth[11]. Investigated the impact from claiming addendum 

with respect to tooth rot contact strength, bending quality Also 

other execution parameters of spur gears[16]. The 

examination of static Also progressive transmission lapse for 

spur gears with standard tooth rot for 20° profile point might 

have been presented[10]. Firstly positions of a couple about 

parallel-shaft spur gears with ME, AE Furthermore tm were 

characterized in An 3-D coordinate system[17]. 

 

PROBLEM FORMULATION 

Power transmission need continuously been about high 

essentialness. Those effectiveness of at whatever machine 

relies on the measure of force misfortune in the transform. A 

standout amongst those best systems about transmitting 

energy between the shafts will be gears. Gears would 

basically used to transmit torque and precise speed. There are 

additionally an totally mixed bag for gear sorts will choose 

from. Gear may be a standout amongst the a large portion 

basic segments clinched alongside an mechanical control 

transmission system, what's more for a large portion modern 

industrial rotating machinery. Because of the conservativeness 

furthermore high level of depend ability done transmitting 

power, it will be could be allowed that gears will rule what's 

to come machines. To addition, the fast shift in the industry 

starting with overwhelming commercial enterprises for 

example, shipbuilding on commercial enterprises for example, 

such that auto assembling and office mechanization 

instruments will require an refined requisition for gear 

engineering. Those expanding interest to tranquil power 

transmission over machines, vehicles, elevators what's more 

generators, need made an developing interest for a more exact 

examination of the qualities for gear frameworks. In the auto 

industry, the biggest maker of gears, higher dependability and 

lighter weight gears are fundamental Likewise lighter 

automobiles keep on going on make sought after. Spur gears 

are the mainly regularly utilized gears with transmit power, 

what's more rotational movement the middle of parallel shafts. 

Those tooth rot from claiming gear will be curtailed parallel 

of the shaft. The simplest movement about outer spur gears 

might be seen toward a sample from claiming two outer 

pivoting cylinders, if addition rubbing is available at those 

rolling interface. Those principle disservice about these 

pivoting cylinders is the likelihood from claiming slip toward 

interface, which may be avoided toward including coinciding 

teeth to rolling cylinders. This paper will manage spur gear 

intended to work on parallel shafts and having teeth parallel of 

the shaft hub. Other gear sorts for example, such that angle 

also worm could suit nonparallel shafts. Gears need aid 

institutionalized eventually perusing AGMA contingent upon 

extent furthermore tooth rot state. In this paper AGMA 

technique and principles are made under considerations to 

thinking about those effects acquired. Designing profoundly 

stacked spur gears for power transmission frameworks that 

would both solid also quiet, obliges examination routines that 

could undoubtedly make actualized also likewise give 

majority of the data on stresses formed done gears. Those 

limited component system may be skilled of giving this 

majority of the data. The limited component technique is 

precise regularly utilized on dissect the stress state of a 

versatile particular figure with convoluted geometry, for 

example, a gear. Gear analyses in the previous were 

performed utilizing explanatory methods, which required an 

amount of presumptions and simplifications. Previously, 

general, gear analyses would multidisciplinary, including 

calculations identified with the tooth rot stresses and the 

disappointments. In this paper, bending stress analyses would 

performed, for the principle point of outlining spur gears 

should stand up to bending disappointment. Nowadays, 

computers are getting to be an ever increasing amount 

powerful, also that is the reason the reason individuals have a 

tendency to utilize numerical approach to create hypothetical 

models will foresee the impacts. Numerical strategies could 

possibly give acceptable additional exact results since they 

typically oblige much less  prohibitive presumptions. The 

model and the result methods, however, must be decided 

precisely to guarantee that those comes about would exact and 

the computational duration of the time may be sensible. There 

are amount from claiming investigations committed should 

gear exploration furthermore examination. Anyway at present 

there remains a general numerical methodology fit from 

claiming foreseeing the impacts for varieties in gear geometry 

and bending stresses done involute spur gears. This paper may 

be with create a general model with ponder bending stresses 

from claiming whatever spur gears on contact. The reason for 

this fill in is should dissect and accept the bending stress 

appropriation on involute spur gears utilizing contemporary 

business FEM project ANSYS coupled for the Solid Works. 

 

OBJECTIVES OF RESEARCH 

Those destinations about this paper are to utilize a numerical 

methodology will create hypothetical models on ponder those 

self-destructive considerations and conduct from claiming 

involute spur gears over network and should help should 

anticipate those impact of gear tooth rot bending stresses. The 

chief objectives of this presented work are summarized as 

follows; 

1. To apply formulate of AGMA bending stress 

equation and FEM of analysis to a pair of involute 

meshing spur gears. 

2. To apply the parametric equation of involute spur 
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gears in SolidWorks to develop the accurate three 

dimensional and two dimensional involute spur gear 

models. 

3. To use three dimensional and two dimensional finite 

element models of spur gear framework with 

research the root bending stress circulation over the 

involute profile teeth. 

4. To compare about the effects starting with those 

FEM examination for those outcomes got as stated 

by AGMA norms 

5. To check weather 3D and 2D comes about from 

recreation show handy agreeability for those AGMA 

stress qualities. 

6. To know how tooth root bending stresses changes 

with the number of teeth on involute spur gears by 

plots of various bending stress values obtained by the 

methods of AGMA standards and the finite element 

simulation. 

 

METHODOLOGY 

In this paper initial those strong model of the spur gear will be 

aggravated by using parametric equation modelling in Solid 

Works.  After those Modelling of spur gear the gathering may 

be made about two spur gears in contact. Those contact may 

be characterized In the pitch circle radius span for those fitting 

focal point separation the middle of the two gears. Then the 

entire gathering will be essential in ANSYS work bench 12. 0 

for bending stress dissection. Those effects of ANSYS 12.0 

would after that compared with the AGMA measures for those 

specified gear set in contact. 

 

Modelling And Experimental Analyses: 

Modelling Of Involute Spur Gears 

Modelling software’s like Pro-Engineer, solid Works, Catia 

also a lot of people more would those best alternative 

accessible should make unpredictable geometry for 

examination. In this paper Solid Works is used to make those 

gear geometry et cetera it may be essential in ANSYS work 

bench to FEM Investigation. To start with and the principal 

venture in this paper will be on model a spur gear gathering. 

Those alarge portion convoluted a feature previously, spur 

gear may be the involute profile of its teeth. There are number 

for approaches about making involute profile of a spur gear. 

In this paper those spur gear model might have been intended 

clinched alongside solid meets expectations. Solid Works is a 

suited for programs, which would essentially utilized within 

outlining also manufacturing extent from claiming results. Its 

field of provisions will be by any means wide, it’s been 

utilized eventually perusing large portions of the 

manufacturing organizations. These days strong meets 

expectations may be also getting to be celebrated previously, 

telecom business because of its flexible clinched alongside 

amassing segments successfully. This paper fundamentally 

bargains for the solid Modelling characteristic from claiming 

solid meets expectations. Solid Modelling implies that those 

work station model which holds every last bit the majority of 

the data that a genuine strong item might need. It need volume 

What's more so, In particular case gives a esteem to thickness 

from claiming its material, it need impostor What's more 

dormancy. Solid model contrasts starting with surface model 

on the way that on a gap alternately an cut is committed done 

an solid model, another surface will be naturally made and the 

model knows which side of surface may be solid material. A 

standout amongst the best offers from claiming strong 

modelling may be that it may be incomprehensible to make a 

workstation model that is vague or physically non-realizable. 

 

Defining Part Parameters 

To start with step will be on characterize the essential 

parameters around which those model need dependencies. The 

table 1 underneath schedules every last one of essential 

parameters required for modelling spur gear. 

 

Table 1: Essential part parameters for modelling full depth 

involute gears 

 
These three parameters as shown in above table are basic and 

essential parameters to define the full depth involute profile 

spur gears. All other parameters can be obtained from these 

three parameters such as circular pitch, diametral pitch, 

module, addendum, dedendum, etc. for full depth standard 

involute profile teeth system. 

 

Sketching Base Features 

 

Figure 1: Sketching base features in SolidWorks 

First step for modelling involute spur gears is to draw 

different circles as per the given dimensions, by choosing ‘for 

construction only’ option in SolidWorks so that these circles 
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won’t be there in final model. The figure 1 shows the screen 

shot from SolidWorks while sketching base features of 

involute spur gear. 

 
Generating Involute Curve 

Now to draw involute curve parametric equation of involute 

curve is used which is given as follows; 

 

Next step is to draw involute profile using above stated 

equation. Figure below shows involute curve as generated in 

Solid Works. 

 
Figure 2: Generated involute curve using parametric equation 

 

Patterning Tooth Space 

The length of the involute curve which is required for 

standard full depth involute spur gear according to given 

parameters is taken and rest of it is trimmed away as shown in 

figure 4(a). Then the involute taken is mirrored according to 

tooth thickness and after that by using circular sketch pattern, 

required number of teeth are drawn by inserting tooth space as 

shown in the figure 3 (b). 

 

Figure 3: (a) and (b): Involute and involute teeth pattern 

 

Extruding 

The circular disc is then extruded by using the value of face 

width. And three dimensional involute spur gear solid model 

is created as shown in figure 4 (a) and (b). 

 

Figure 4: (a) and (b): Involute spur gear solid model. 

 

Assembly of Spur Gear in Mesh 

As the solid models have developed, assembly of different 

involute spur gears models can be done in SolidWorks by 

selecting assembly option. To aggravate those investigation 

exact furthermore less time consuming, best gear with quit 

offering on that one tooth may be thought seriously about. 

This could effectively a chance to be done toward removing 

those additional teeth. After the gear for one tooth will be 

ready, it need to make opened on gathering choice clinched 

alongside SolidWorks. Those two gears are then collected 

eventually perusing characterizing those tangential contact the 

middle of the teeth furthermore by compelling them with 

ascertained centre distance. The following demonstrates two 

gears coincided at their pitch side of the point in the picture 

given below. 

 

Figure 5: Assembly of gears in SolidWorks 

 

FEA Procedure For Involute Spur Gear 

As we have discussed earlier, there are various simulation 

software are available such as ABAQUS, ANSYS, 

NASTRAN, LUSAS, etc. ANSYS has been used for 

simulation analyses in this presented work. 

Utilizing those strategy examined in past segments five 

different models of spur gears were made. Then eventually 

perusing utilizing those gathering choice to SolidWorks five 

assemblies were made relating of the models. Those assembly 

was then imported in ANSYS Workbench for further analysis. 

In this section the spur gear assembly will be investigated for 

the bending stresses. Those effects subsequently gotten from 

ANSYS would that point compared for AGMA hypothetical 

stress values. As we proceed for simulation in ANSYS, first 

of all geometry i.e. model of involute spur gear is imported 

from SolidWorks, after that ‘Engineering data’ in which 

material properties are selected and so on. Various steps 

which are to be followed to get simulation results are shown 

in figure below. The table 2 lists the parameters utilize for the 

involute spur gears simulation. 
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Figure 6: Steps for simulation in ANSYS 

 

Concerning illustration those assembly is essential in ANSYS 

Workbench, assembly is subjected of the boundary conditions. 

In this paper it is expected that the one gear may be altered 

and the different gears is provided for torque along its axis. 

Similarly as both those teeth would at that point over contact, 

the principle reason for existing will be with ponder the root 

bending stresses due to the applied torque. 

Three Dimensional FEM Model 

ANSYS need large portions sort for analysis, thus it will be 

important to select the right sort about dissection from those 

menu bar. Concerning illustration the essential geometry may 

be 3-Dimensional, select 3-D what's more static structural 

investigation from menu also associate the geometry of the 

investigation tab. Then the following venture may be to enter 

the young’s modulus what's more Poisson’s proportion of the 

material. This could a chance to be finished by selecting the 

building information from those examination tab what's more 

inserting the relating values. 

Defining Contact Region 

When the geometry will be connected with static structural 

examination tab, next thing may be to define those contact 

between the two involute teeth. ANSYS need an inbuilt 

option, which naturally peruses the connected geometry for 

whatever predefined contacts alternately different limit 

definitions. Those contact between the two teeth will be 

accepted on make frictionless. A standout amongst the 

practically essential things will be should change the 

“Interface Treatment” with “Adjust to touch”. This alternative 

characterizes those sort of contact the middle of the chose 

bodies. 

Mesh Generation 

While meshing the teeth in ANSYS, the numbers for 

components close to the attaches of the teeth are naturally 

considerably more stupendous over for other puts ‘smart size’. 

It could additionally make refined during the bending surfaces 

to get the improved mesh and nonstop stress values. The 

following images show the meshed assembly of involute spur 

gears. The mesh takes a gander fine sufficient to those 

examination. 

 

 

Figure 7: A three dimensional FEM model with mesh 

 

Supports and Loads 

Those more lower gear is provided for an altered backing and 

the main gear is provided for frictionless backing. Those top 

gear is also provided for a tor for clockwise bearing along its 

axis. The picture provided for underneath indicates the backs 

furthermore loads likewise connected of the gear model to 

apply boundary condition. 

 

 
Figure 8: Applied Boundary Condition 

 

After the boundary condition has been applied, the solution of 

the problem can be obtained as shown in the image given 

below which is representing the stress distribution in a 3-D 

model. 
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Figure 9: 3-D Von Mises stresses on the root of tooth. 

 

Two Dimensional FEM Model 

3-D assembly about spur gear will be changed over under 2-D 

assembly eventually perusing utilizing the inbuilt design 

modeler about ANSYS. Those figure 4. 12 provided for over 

indicates the coincided 2-D geometry for two spur gears over 

contact. Following the 2-D model may be generated, those 

same technique likewise of the 3-D model is to make 

accompanied. The best distinction may be that this will a 

chance to be 2-D Investigation. 

 

 

Figure 10: A two dimensional FEM model with mesh. 

 

 

Figure 11: 2-D Von Mises stresses on root of the tooth. 

 

Bending stress figures demonstrate that special case tooth may 

be enough for those bending stress dissection for the 3-D 

model or those 2-D model. There need aid more point by 

point effects for separate number for teeth done table 3, which 

are also compared with the results from AGMA standards. 

Bending Stresses Using AGMA Standards 

The tooth root bending stresses are calculated using the 

AGMA bending stress equation. Various factors given in the 

AGMA equation which are required for calculation of 

bending stresses such as Geometry factor ‘J’ and Dynamic 

factor ‘Kv’ etc. are taken as per the AGMA standards. 

 

 

 

Figure 12: Velocity factor Kv 

 

 

Figure 13: Spur-gear geometry factors, Source: The graph is 

from AGMA. The graph is convenient for design purposes. 

 

To calculate AGMA bending stress, let us first take the 

number of teeth on gear is 20, spur gears have pitch radii 

about 50 mm and a pressure angle about 20o. The gear face 

width, b = 40mm and the power transmitted is 50kW. Then 

bending stress using AGMA bending stress equation is given 

by, 

σb =
FtPdKvKoKsKmKB

bJ

=
3183.09 × 0.20 × 0.76 × 1.25 × 1 × 1.3 × 1

40 × 0.24
 

                              = 81.90 MPa 

If the numbers from claiming teeth need changed will 25 and 

every one other parameters kept same, then;. 

σb =
FtPdKvKoKsKmKB

bJ

=
3183.09 × 0.25 × 0.76 × 1.25 × 1 × 1.3 × 1

40 × 0.25
 

                            = 98.28 MPa 

Similarly,whether the numbers of teeth need changed should 

28 what's more know different parameters kept same, then;. 

σb =
FtPdKvKoKsKmKB

bJ

=
3183.09 × 0.28 × 0.76 × 1.25 × 1 × 1.3 × 1

40 × 0.26
 

                                =105.84 MPa 

Now, if those numbers for teeth would transformed on 32 

furthermore the greater part different parameters kept same, 

then;. 
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σb =
FtPdKvKoKsKmKB

bJ

=
3183.09 × 0.32 × 0.76 × 1.25 × 1 × 1.3 × 1

40 × 0.26
 

                             = 120.96 MPa 

Finally, assuming that the numbers from claiming teeth are 

changed should 34 also the sum different parameters kept 

same, then;. 

σb =
FtPdKvKoKsKmKB

bJ

=
3183.09 × 0.34 × 0.76 × 1.25 × 1 × 1.3 × 1

40 × 0.27
 

                            = 123.76 MPa 

The over calculations of the AGMA bending stresses on the 

root from claiming tooth rot are conveyed out in request on 

think though they match the effects from ANSYS Workbench. 

Now, in the next chapter we will put our various results at one 

place in the form of a table so that we can conveniently 

compare different values of stresses from the above discussed 

methods. 

 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS: 

Comparison Of Results 

Fatigue what's more yielding of a gear tooth rot because of 

over the top bending stresses need assist two essential gear 

plan considerations. So as will foresee weariness furthermore 

yielding, those most extreme stresses on on the ductile what's 

more compressive sides during the root of the tooth rot need 

aid obliged separately. In the past, those bending stress 

affectability of a gear tooth rot need been ascertained utilizing 

photo elasticity or moderately coarse FEM meshes. However, 

with exhibit computer developments we could make critical 

upgrades for that's only the tip of the iceberg exact finite 

element simulations. 

 

 

Figure 14: 3-D Von Mises (bending) stress at the root of the 

tooth. 

 
From the stress circulations on the model, those expansive 

moved stresses on need assist in those root of the tooth rot. 

Figure 14 reveals to huge Von Mises (bending) stresses during 

the root of the tooth rot. They would equivalent to the ductile 

stresses and the tensile stresses on are those primary reason 

for split failure, if they would huge sufficient. That is the 

reason cracks generally begin from those tensile side. From 

those lewis mathematical statement if those diameters of the 

pinion also gear would generally kept those same and the 

numbers of teeth need aid changed, those diametral pitch will 

be transformed alternately the module for gear will make 

changed. It implies that there need aid distinctive bending 

qualities for the diverse numbers about teeth. Diverse greatest 

Von Mises stresses for distinctive numbers from claiming 

teeth are demonstrated in the table 3. 

 

Those results are demonstrated and compared for table 3. In 

this table, those maximum values of the tooth shell stress, got 

toward those ANSYS system are provided for. For a instance, 

in those numbers from claiming teeth are 20, those AGMA 

effects are something like 98% (3D) of the worth acquired 

eventually perusing those ANSYS. To the situation from 

claiming 34 teeth, those AGMA comes about would around 

99. 95% (3D) of the worth gotten by those ANSYS. For every 

last one of instances from 20 teeth to 34 teeth, those qualities 

reach starting with 96% will more than 99% to more than 99% 

of the value obtained by the AGMA and ANSYS. Difference 

error percentages as shown in the table above are 

comparatively very less and clearly represent that the values 

obtained from AGMA and both ANSYS (2D) and ANSYS 

(3D) are comparable. Thus, it implies that finite element 

simulation can be used for designing involute spur gears. 

From these results, it might have been found that constantly 

on cases provide for an end close estimation of the esteem 

gotten by the standards of the AGMA with the simulation 

result. Although there are some differences between the 

results by the two methods and these contrasts would accepted 

with be created toward components for example, the mesh 

pattern and the confined states on the finite element analysis, 

and the accepted position of the basic segment in the 

standards. Here the gears would made as an plane strain issue. 

2D models are proposed with make utilize on account of a 

great part more the long haul will a chance to be spared at 

running those 2D models in ANSYS. There are not incredible 

contrasts the middle of those 3d furthermore 2D  model 

previously, table 3. 

 

Graphical Representation 

It is always an astute decision to have graphical plots of huge 

existing data to have a better understanding of results 

obtained. Various plots among AGMA, ANSYS (3D) and 
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ASSYS (2D) are presented here. 

 

AGMA Vs ANSYS(3D): 

 

 

AGMA Vs ANSYS(2D) 

 

 

ANSYS(2D) Vs ANSYS(3D) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

AGMA Vs ANSYS(2D) Vs ANSYS(3D) 

 

 

We can see from above graphs that the values of bending 

stresses from AGMA, ANSYS (2D) and ANSYS (3D) do not 

much deviate from each other. And a linear behaviour can 

also be seen in all of the above plots between the number of 

teeth on involute spur gear and tooth root bending stresses 

which is given in MPa, for both the methods of AGMA 

standards and the finite elements simulation.Graphs are 

always a very convenient tool for the representation, 

observation and analysis of any vast data in hand. From the 

above discussions one can easily conclude that the finite 

element analysis results using ANSYS are in good congruence 

with theoretically determined AGMA results. 

 
CONCLUSIONS 

The contribution of the paper work presented here can be 

concluded as follows; 

1. Three dimensional and two dimensional involute 

spur gear models are developed in SolidWorks using 

parametric equation of involute curve. By using 

parametric equation modelling in SolidWorks, one 

can accurately design complicated parts like involute 

profile gears. It additionally abatements those lead 

times also enhances generally productivity. 

2. 3-D and 2-D finite element models of spur gear 

system need assist built on examine those root 

bending stresscirculation over the involute profile 

teeth. 

3. Formulates of AGMA bending stress equation are 

applied and Finite Element Method of analysis for a 

meshed involute spur gears is conducted. 

4. Results from the finite element examination need aid 

compared for the outcomes acquired hypothetically 

as stated by AGMA standards. It was seen that they 

are in good agreement. For all the of instances from 

20 teeth should 34 teeth, the values reach starting 

with 96% should more than 99% of the value 

obtained by the AGMA and ANSYS. 
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5. From the graphical representation of various bending 

stress values by different methods it was also seen 

that there is almost a linear behaviour between the 

number of teeth on involute spur gears and the tooth 

root bending stresses for both the methods of AGMA 

standards and the finite elements simulation. 

6. A distinct model of involute profile spur gear may be 

suggested. The Finite Element results matched well 

with the theoretical results. Consequently this 

parametric model turns out to make an quick 

furthermore exact system for registering stress issue 

of the involute profile gear system. 
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